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I '3OU1)t that, if geology has its sub-aerial formations of

consol-idatedsand, they will be found characterised by their polished

pebbles.
1 marked several other peculiarities of th forma

tion. In some of the abrupter Sections laid open by the winds,
tufts of the bent-grass (Arvndo arenaria,-common. -here, as
in all sandy wastes) that had been buried up where they
grew, might be distinctly traced, each upright in itself, but

rising tuft above tuft in the steep angle of the hillock which

they had originally covered. And though, from their dark
color, relieved aainst the lighter hue of the sand, they remindr)
ed me of the carbonaceous markings of sandstones ofthe Coal
Measures, I recognised at least their arrangement as unique.
It seems to be such an

arrangement,-sloping in the general
line, but upright in each of the tufts,-as could take place in.

only a sub-aerial formation. I observed further, that in frequent
instances there occurred on the surface of the sand, around de

caying tufts ofthe bent-grass, deeply-marked circles, as ifdrawn

bya pairofcompasses, or a trainer,-cffeets, apparently, ofeddy
winds whirling round, as on a pivot, the decayed plants; and

yet further, thatfootprints, especially those ofrabbits and birds,
were not unfrequent in the waste. And as lines of stratification
were, I found, distinctly preserved in the formation.




I deemed it
not improbable that, in cases in which high winds had arisen,

immediately after tracts ofwet weather, and covered with sand,

rapidly dried on the heights, the damp beds in the hollows,

both the circular markings and the footprints might remain

fixed in the strata, to tell of their origin. I found in several

places, in chasms scooped out by a recent gale, pieces of the

ancient soil laid bare, which had been covered up by the sand

flood nearly two centuries before. In one of the openings
he marks of the ancient furrows were still discernible; in an-

other, the thin stratum offerruginous soil had apparently never

been brought under the plough; and I found it charged with

roots of the common brake (Ftcth aquilina), m a perfct
state Df keeping, but black and brittle as coal. Beneath this

layer of soil lay a thin deposit of the stratified gravel of what

is now known as the later glacial period,-the age ofosars and
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